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WHAT MAKES A GREAT
CUP OF COFFEE?
Great coffee is made through the combination of quality beans
and the correct brew method.

PRECISE BREWING & PREPARATION

Brewing tools impact the flavour and texture through 3 factors:

WATER TEMPERATURE

The correct water temperature allows the grinds to
bloom and reveal their flavour.

+

=

EXACT COFFEE GRIND

QUALITY COFFEE

GRINDING & BREWING

GREAT TASTING

BEANS

PREPARATION

COFFEE

Each brew method demands a specific grind size for the
best flavour and texture. The exact grind is critical to
proper extraction.

OPTIMAL BREWING TIME

QUALITY COFFEE BEANS

The proper brew time is essential to ensuring the roast,
grind, and temperature extract properly.

		
THE BEAN:

The quality and flavour are determined by:
Environmental factors such as sun, soil, and water.
Preparation factors such as picking, drying, and roasting methods.

THE ROAST:

Releases the bean’s natural oils.
Gives coffee an aroma and flavour unique to its region or origin.
Roasts range from light to dark and influence the final flavour:
Light to medium roasts: Fruity, nutty, caramelized aromas.
Dark roasts: Earthy, smoky, spicy aromas.
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THE “RIGHT” GRIND
SIZE DEPENDS ON
BREW METHOD
When it comes to coffee, one size does not fit all.
Below you can find which size grind to use for different brewing methods.

SIZE

BREWING METHOD

COARSE

Cold Brew Coffee

MEDIUM COARSE

French Press, Percolator, Coffee Cupping

MEDIUM

Cone-shaped Pour-over Brewers, Drip
Coffee Machines, Siphon Coffee, Aeropress

FINE

Espresso, Stovetop Espresso Maker

EXTRA FINE

Turkish coffee
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THE BREWING
PROCESS
Extraction time of coffee with water
The proper brew time is essential to ensuring the roast, grind, and temperature
extract properly.

MORE TIME

Coarse

LESS TIME

Medium
coarse

Medium

Fine

Extra
fine
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ESPRESSO
RECIPES

WHAT IS AN
ESPRESSO?
Any true espresso aficionado will tell you that espresso is a journey. One of learning,
testing, simplifying and tasting. Espresso is not the push of a button or the insertion of
a capsule, it’s a delicate balance of art and science.

Espresso is always coffee, but “coffee” is not always espresso.
There is a difference!
ESPRESSO
• Fine grind
• Uses pressure
• Quick contact with water

Crema
Espresso

COFFEE
• Medium grind
• Uses gravity
• Longer contact with water

Coffee
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WHAT CAN YOU MAKE
WITH ESPRESSO?

Cappuccino

Pumpkin Spice Latte

Caffè Latte

Irish Coffee

Latte Macchiato

Mocha Caffé

Americano

Flat White

Espresso

Steamed
Milk

Whiskey

Chocolate

Iced Coffee

Espresso Macchiato

Espresso Martini

Frothed Milk/
Whipped Cream

Water
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CAPPUCCINO
This creamy traditional coffee offers a strong espresso flavour and
a luxurious texture... the most important part is frothing the foam
to velvety perfection!

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

Milk 125 ml
Espresso 25 ml (1 shot)
Cocoa or cinnamon powder to taste
Sugar to taste

Tip
For a dairy free option,
use oat milk.

1

Froth the milk into a “microfoam” that is
nearly double the volume of the original
milk.
2

Prepare the shot of Espresso in a cappuccino cup.
3

Pour the frothed milk into the center of
the Espresso shot.
4

Add a sprinkle of cocoa or cinnamon
according to taste and serve.
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CAFFE LATTE
One of the most popular types of specialty coffee drinks is the
latte. Latte - the Italian word for “milk” is actually a shortened
version of the Italian caffé latte, which means “milk & coffee.”

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

1

Steam the milk, using the steam wand.
Milk 130 ml
Espresso 25 ml (1 shot)
Cocoa or cinnamon powder to taste
Sugar to taste

Tip
For a dairy free option, use oat
milk. It blends deliciously with
flavoured syrups.

2

Prepare the shot of Espresso in your
favourite cup.
3

Pour the steamed milk into the Espresso
shot and serve.
4

Add a sprinkle of cocoa or cinnamon
according to taste and serve.
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ICED COFFEE
Enjoy a nice refreshing iced coffee using the KitchenAid
Espresso Collection.

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

Brown sugar 1 tsp
Espresso 50 ml (2 shots)
Milk 120 ml
Ice cubes to taste

Tip
For a dairy free option,
use oat milk.

1

You will need 1 tall glass for your iced
coffee and 1 mug/heatproof glass to
prepare your espresso.
2

Place the sugar in the mug/heatproof
glass.
3

Pull a double shot of espresso over the
sugar so that it dissolves.
4

Prepare tall glass, half filled with ice.
5

Pour coffee into tall glass, over ice.
6

Add in cold milk, enough to fill the cup.
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FLAT WHITE
A Flat White coffee contains a double shot of espresso and steamed
milk. It has less steamed milk than a Latte, but more steamed milk
and less foam than a Cappuccino.

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

1

Steam the milk, using the steam wand.
Milk 100 ml
Espresso 50 ml (2 shots).

2

Prepare the double shot of Espresso in
your favourite cup.
3

Pour the frothed milk into the Espresso
shot and serve.
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LATTE
MACCHIATO
Latte Macchiato means “marked” or “stained” milk in Italian.
When pouring the Espresso into the glass, you should end up with a
beautiful 3 layered drink, as the Espresso should float above the milk
and below the milk foam. A Latte Macchiato uses the same ingredient
proportions as a Cappuccino but they are added in a different order.

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

Milk 130 ml
Espresso 25 ml (1 shot)
Cocoa or cinnamon powder to taste
Sugar to taste

Tip
For a dairy free option,
use oat milk.

1

Froth the milk into a “microfoam” that is
nearly double the volume of the original
milk, using the steam wand.
2

Prepare the shot of Espresso in your
favourite cup.
3

Pour the milk into a tall heatproof glass,
using a spoon to keep the foam from
falling in. Once the milk is poured, spoon
the foam on top of it.
4

The Espresso shot should carefully be
poured into the center of the frothed
milk. Pour gently so as to create a layer
of espresso below the foam, without it
mixing into the hot milk.
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ESPRESSO
MACCHIATO
Espresso Macchiato means “marked” or “stained” espresso in Italian. The espresso is first poured into the glass, followed by a small
amount of foam. Great for those who love a rich, bold taste!

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

Milk 20 ml
Espresso 25 ml (1 shot)
Cocoa powder to taste
Sugar to taste

Tip
For a dairy free option,
use oat milk.

1

Froth the milk into a “microfoam” that is
nearly double the volume of the original
milk, using the steam wand.
2

Prepare the shot of Espresso in your
favourite cup.
3

Top the espresso with a dollop of
frothed milk.
4

Add a sprinkle of cocoa according to
taste and serve
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AMERICANO
An Americano is made by adding an espresso shot to hot water.
The water dilutes the espresso a bit, giving you the volume of a drip,
but with an espresso taste.

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

Water 90 ml
Espresso 25 ml (1 shot)

1

Dispense 90ml of hot water using the
espresso machine’s steam wand.
2

Pour the hot water into a coffee cup.
3

Pull the shot of Espresso over the hot
water and enjoy your Americano.
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MOCHA CAFFÉ
A mocha or mocaccino is made with Espresso, chocolate and
steamed milk. Add some homemade vanilla whipped cream on
top, to satisfy your sweet tooth!

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

Espresso 25 ml (1 shot)
Sugar 1 tsp
Cocoa powder 1 tsp or Chocolate
shavings 2 tbsp
Milk 130 ml.

Tip
For a dairy free option,
use oat milk.
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1

Pull the shot of Espresso over the sugar
and cocoa powder or chocolate shavings
in your favourite cup.
2

Steam the milk, using the steam wand.
3

Pour the milk into the espresso/chocolate
mixture.
4

You can top with whipped cream and
sprinkle with freshly grated chocolate for
even more of a treat!

PUMPKIN
SPICE LATTE
This seasonal drink mixes traditional fall spice flavours with
steamed milk and espresso. Enjoy it topped with whipped cream!

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

1

Combine the spices and sugar together.
Cinnamon 1 pinch
Ginger 1 pinch
Nutmeg 1 pinch
Cloves 1 pinch
Brown sugar 1/2 tbsp
Milk 230 ml
Vanilla extract 1 tsp
Pumpkin purée 2 tbsp
Espresso 50 ml (2 shots)
Whipped cream to taste

Tip
For a dairy free option,
use oat milk.

2

Add spices, sugar and milk to saucepan
on medium heat, whisking gently.
3

Whisk in the vanilla extract and pumpkin
purée, let simmer for 5 minutes.
4

Meanwhile, pull the double shot of
espresso into your favourite mug.
5

Add the milk mixture to the espresso.
6

Top with whipped cream and sprinkle
with freshly grated cinammon.
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ESPRESSO
MARTINI
Sweet, velvety and bold, enjoy this decadent cocktail as an after
dinner treat.

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

Espresso 50 ml (2 shots)
Coffee Liqueur 25 ml
Vodka 25 ml
Ice cubes to taste
Coffee beans to taste

1

Pull the double shot of Espresso into
a cup.
2

Pour the Espresso, coffee liqueur and
vodka into a cocktail shaker, add ice and
shake until frothy.
3

Strain into a cocktail glass.
4

Garnish with coffee beans.

This recipe includes alcohol.
Drink responsibly, alcohol should
be consumed in moderation
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IRISH COFFEE
Irish coffee is the drink for coffee lovers who like to take it to the
edge... a combination of coffee and Irish whiskey with a delicate
layer of thick whipped cream that completes its perfection.

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 PERSON

Light brown sugar (Demerara) 1 tsp
Dark brown sugar (Muscovado) 1 tsp
Espresso 25 ml (1 shot)
Irish Whiskey 35 ml
Whipping cream 35 ml
Fresh grated nutmeg to taste

1

Fill a heatproof glass with hot water to
preheat it, using the steam wand.
2

Pour out water and add 1 tsp. light
brown sugar (Demerara) and 1 tsp.
dark brown sugar (Muscovado).
3

Pull the shot of Espresso into the glass.
4

Pour the hot espresso over to dissolve
the sugar, then pour in whiskey.
5

In a separate bowl with a mixer or by
hand, whisk the cream until soft peaks
form. The cream should be thick but still
pourable. Pour it slowly over a warm
spoon onto the coffee, being careful not
to break the coffee’s surface.
This recipe includes alcohol.
Drink responsibly, alcohol should
be consumed in moderation
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6

Garnish with some grated nutmeg!

THE ESPRESSO
COLLECTION

EXPLORE WITH
THE BURR GRINDER
The KitchenAid Burr Grinder has 70 unique grind size dial settings that are suitable for a range of brewing methods, from the
finest setting for espresso to the coarsest setting for french press.
GRIND SIZE DIAL

DOSE SELECTION KNOB

TIME ADJUSTMENT DIAL

COFFEE TYPE

FRENCH PRESS

PERCOLATION

DRIP COFFEE

ESPRESSO

GRIND SIZE DIAL

Coarse

Medium Coarse

Medium

Fine

GRIND SIZE RANGE

1-24

25-35

36-54

55-70

DOSE SELECTION

1-12 cups

1-12 cups

1-12 cups

1-2 shots

USE SETTING WITH

Bottom hopper

Bottom hopper

Bottom hopper

Portafilter holder

SELECTING THE GRIND SIZE

Rotate the Grind size dial to select a grind size within the brew method range
you are using. The selected grind size will be shown on the display.
SELECTING THE COFFEE DOSE

Rotate the Dose selection knob for the number of cups or shots.
TO ADJUST THE COFFEE AMOUNT FOR A DOSE

If desired, rotate the Time adjustment dial to customise the desired amount of coffee
for a particular selected dose. Increase the grinding time to increase the coffee ground
amount or decrease the grinding time to decrease the coffee ground amount.
TIP

The Burr Grinder is equipped with a programming functionality.
This functionality allows you to save customised doses for each
brew method, based on grinding time.
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Burr Grinder tips
1
Buying coffee beans whole and grinding them yourself at home
will give you an even better tasting coffee. Whole coffee beans have a
longer shelf life than pre-ground coffee.

2
Grind your coffee beans right before you brew your coffee.
Ground coffee oxydises fast and can quickly lose aroma and taste.

3
Experiment with different grinds and brew times with your burr grinder and
espresso machine to see what works best for you.
They are made to explore!

4
Keep whole beans in an airtight container to retain freshness.

EXPLORE WITH THE
ESPRESSO MACHINE

CUP WARMER

The KitchenAid Espresso Machine takes care of the science and is able to provide
consistent and replicable performance thanks to its dual, smart temperature
sensors. These sensors actively communicate with each other throughout the brew
process to ensure optimal temperature and an authentic tasting espresso.

The art of crafting the espresso is then left to you, the Maker.

PORTAFILTER

STEAM WAND

BASKET SELECTION CHART

TAMPER
BASKET TYPE

SHOT

DOSE (GRAM)

USE FOR

Single wall

1 shot

10 - 12

Freshly ground whole bean coffee

Single wall

2 shot

18 - 20

Freshly ground whole bean coffee

Double wall

1 shot

10 - 12

Pre-ground coffee

Double wall

2 shot

18 - 20

Pre-ground coffee

KNOWING YOUR BUTTONS
1

1 MODE BUTTON
SINGLE WALL BASKETS

DOUBLE WALL BASKETS

• Espresso
• Steam
• Hot Water

2

2 DOSE BUTTON

• 1 (1 shot)
• 2 (2 shot)

3 CLEAN CYCLE
BUTTON

4 START/CANCEL
BUTTON
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TEXTURING MILK

TEXTURING MILK FOR
DIFFERENT DRINKS

MICROFOAM
1 Always start with cold milk and a cold pitcher.
2 Submerge the tip of the steam wand just below the surface of the milk in the milk pitcher
and froth until the milk doubles in volume.
3 Make sure the tip of the wand is kept near the surface of the milk, because it needs to
draw air from the milk’s surface in order to produce the froth.
4 Once the milk has doubled in volume, lower the steam wand into the milk, tilting the
pitcher to obtain a vortex in the milk, until the pitcher is almost too hot to hold.
5 Gently swirl the milk in the pitcher and tap against the counter to release any air bubbles.

CAPPUCCINO 160-180 ml
A cappuccino consists of Espresso, steamed milk and
microfoam on the top. Aim to aerate your milk enough to end
up with 1cm of pillowy texture on top of your cup.

LATTE 220 ml
For a latte, milk is “steamed.” The result of steaming is hot
milk with a little bit of foam. Aim for slightly less aeration to
steam up milk that will give you just 0.5cm of tasty microfoam
goodness on top of your drink.

6 The frothed milk is ready.

LATTE MACCHIATO 220 ml
STEAMED MILK
1 Always start with cold milk and a cold pitcher.
2 Submerge the tip of the steam wand below the surface of the milk in the milk pitcher and
froth until the pitcher feels warm.
3 Once you reach this point, lower the steam wand into the milk, tilting the pitcher to
obtain a vortex in the milk, until the pitcher is almost too hot to hold.
4 The result is steamed milk with a little bit of foam.
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Latte Macchiatos have a similar milk texture and ratio to
cappuccinos, but the ingredients are added in a different order.

FLAT WHITE 160-180 ml
Flat Whites have even less air than a latte, focusing instead
on the natural weight of the milk and avoiding microfoam
entirely. Give your pitcher just a single sip of air at the
beginning of the steaming process, and then simply give
the milk enough time to heat while maintaining your swirling motion in the pitcher. This should produce thinner
milk, with little to no microfoam.
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Espresso machine tips
1
For great tasting espresso, use cold tap water or filtered water in your water tank.
Using distilled water might result in a bitter espresso, as important minerals
have been removed.

2
Remember to place your cups on the cup warmer to make sure that your
espresso stays warm! Keep the portafilter and brew basket warm by attaching
it to the brew head while the machine turns on and heats.

3
Tamp firmly and uniformly to create a bed of coffee with even density so that
the water can flow through the entire mass of grinds as evenly as possible.
Getting a level tamp is actually more important than the tamping pressure.

4
The clean cycle indicator will blink when it’s time to run the descaling
programme. The frequency of descaling depends on the hardness of the water
in your region, so it is important to programme the Espresso Machine
according to the water hardness level of your location.

ESPRESSO
TERMINOLOGY
PULLING A SHOT

BASKET/FILTER

The act of brewing a shot of espresso.

This holds the coffee grounds to brew an espresso, which
is then inserted in the portafilter and locked into the
grouphead. There are two types: Single & double wall.
Multiple sizes allow brewing of 1 or 2 shots.

BARS OF PRESSURE
Bars are a measurement of atmospheric pressure.
One bar of pressure is equal to the amount of natural
pressure at sea level. So, 15 bars is 15x the amount of
pressure at sea level. 15 bars is considered the optimal
amount of pressure for espresso extraction.

BLOOM
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PORTAFILTER
Handle that holds the brewing basket/filter.
• 54 mm* standard residential size
• 58 mm* standard commercial size.

TAMPER

The release of CO2 from the grounds—allowing water
to penetrate into the coffee grounds and extract the
solubles for optimal flavour.

Used to compress the coffee into a level puck inside the
basket/filter. This action is called “tamping”. Properly
tamped coffee will produce an even extraction of coffee
compounds.

CREMA

STEAM WAND/FROTHING WAND

The tan-colored foam on top of a shot of espresso,
created from the extracted oils.

Delivers steam to froth or ‘texture’ the milk in a pitcher.
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